ICS 209 Remarks

Abbreviation or Acronym: None
Also Known As: None
Short description:

Additional information pertinent to the management of the incident.

Controls

Collection, Validation, or Exchange Rules

1. Document the finalizing of child incidents that will become part of a complex.
3. Explain reasons for incident cost or size reduction.
4. If the incident involves multiple cities, note the additional cities.
5. Any additional information needed for clarification or elaboration on the ICS209.

Data Type: String (3999)
Minimum Length: Not applicable
Maximum Length: 3999
Format/Example: Incident resources are included in the High Mountain Fire ICS209. The acreage figure BOX 7, is an estimate as the entire perimeter of the fire cannot be seen due to smoke and the IR flight from last night was incomplete.
Valid Values: Not applicable

Steward: National Intelligence Subcommittee